Core SW Engineer (ScaleIO, Haifa/ Herzelia)

Job Description:
Dell EMC - ScaleIO is looking for a Core Software Engineer to help drive our ground-breaking software-defined storage technology. This is a great opportunity to participate in the development of a disruptive product that revolutionizes the high-tech storage industry today.
In this position you will be part of a growing engineering team that is responsible for building storage functionality from scratch. Activities include design and implementation of highly parallel and distributed enterprise storage features, resolution of challenging technological issues and related research activities. Your responsibilities will include end-to-end product development.

Requirements:
- Engineering degree in Computer Sciences/Software from a well-known university
- Graduate or experienced engineer
- Experience in working in a multi-threaded and distributed environment
- Deep understanding of threading and locking mechanisms
- Experience with storage and/or networking is an advantage
- Hands-on software development writing in C/C++ on Linux is an advantage

Find our positions in: https://emc.avature.net/careersisrael/JobDetailIsraelCOE?jobId=29466
Send your CV to: adi.rothschild@dell.com

Intern for Core Development (ScaleIO, Haifa)

Job Description:
Dell- EMC - ScaleIO is looking for an Intern for Core Development to help drive our ground breaking software defined storage technology. This is a great opportunity to be involved in revolutionizing the high-tech storage industry by delivering a disruptive product. This position involves being part of a growing engineering team responsible of building a new storage product from the very beginning.

Requirements:
- A student in Computer-Sciences/SW-Eng/Computer engineering with high grades
- C/C++/Java knowledge
- Linux understanding

Advantages:
- Experience in data structures algorithms
- Multi-threaded programming
- Quick learner

Find our positions in: https://emc.avature.net/careersisrael/JobDetailsisraelCOE?jobId=31925
Send your CV to: adi.rothschild@dell.com